Screening Schedule for HFA Success Story Videos

Location: Auditorium, Sendai City Museum, opposite Sendai International Centre

Saturday, 14 March

Session 1, 13:45. Videos in English, or with English subtitles. Total screening time approximately 80 minutes.
The Yolanda Anniversary Music Video (We Will Rise Again) [05:24]
The Yolanda Comprehensive Rehabilitation and Recovery Plan [10:10]
ILO Haiyan Build Back Better [03:41]
ILO Haiyan Helping Coron [03:54]
ILO Typhoon Rebuilding Livelihoods [05:05]
HFA Success Stories - Effective Response, Preparedness and Resilience in the Philippines [06:32]
HFA Success Story - Philippines - Making Resilience Happen [07:23]
Philippines - Lessons On Disaster Recovery [02:37]
HFA Success Stories - Abu's Lessons From the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami [06:57]
HFA Success Stories - Sri Lanka Early Warning System [04:24]
HFA Success Stories - Orissa and Cyclones [05:37]
HFA Success Stories - Indonesia [04:31]
Bolstering Resilience to Floods and Storms in Vietnam [05:11]
UNDP DR Resilience [03:10]
WMO 2050 Weather Forecast Seychelles [05:05]

Session 2, 17:00. Videos in French, or with French subtitles. Total screening time approximately 50 minutes.
WMO 2050 Weather Forecast Seychelles [05:05]
HFA Success Story - RCC COI [02:46]
HFA Success Stories - Australia with French Subtitles [04:30]
WMO 2050 Weather Forecast Nigeria [06:12]
HFA Success Stories - Ethiopia with French Subtitles [04:34]
WMO 2050 Weather Forecast Ghana [05:12]
HFA Success Stories - Indonesia with French Subtitles [04:31]
WMO 2050 Weather Forecast Cuba [04:19]
HFA Success Stories - Mexico with French Subtitles [05:54]
WMO 2050 Weather Forecast Chile [05:07]
Sunday, 15 March

Session 3, 13:15. Videos in English, or with English subtitles. Total screening time approximately 100 minutes.
Make A Change (Various Artists on Climate Change) [04:38]
HFA Success Stories - Australia [04:30]
HFA Success Stories - China Celebrates the HFA [16:05]
More Than A Tree - Disaster Prevention in Myanmar [15:35]
WFP Asia - Keys To Solving Hunger 3 (Climate Change Adaptation) [07:28]
Paying For Prediction [23:11]
UNEP Afghanistan, Mountain Partners [06:14]
Disaster Risk Reduction in the Kyrgyz Republic [03:29]
Children and DRR - Learning in Action [13:09]
HFA Success Stories - Japan's Cultural Heritage Preservation [06:11]
Disaster Management Japan [06:57]

Session 4, 15:30. Videos with Arabic subtitles. Total screening time approximately 20 minutes.
HFA Success Stories - Australia [04:30]
HFA Success Stories - Ethiopia [04:34]
HFA Success Stories - Indonesia [04:31]
HFA Success Stories - Mexico [05:54]

Monday, 16 March

Session 5, 13:15. Videos in English, or with English subtitles. Total screening time approximately 90 minutes.
ILO Rana Plaza Never Again [04:23]
ILO Voice Union Garment [03:43]
WMO 2050 Weather Forecast Nigeria [06:12]
HFA Success Story - Pipeline Breaks in Nigeria - A DRR Approach [25:17]
Kenya Women [03:52]
HFA Success Stories - Ethiopia [04:34]
UNEP Congo, River Partners and DRR [07:03]
WMO 2050 Weather Forecast Ghana [05:12]
UNEP Sudan, Wadi Partners Food Security and Disaster Resilience [05:58]
WMO 2050 Weather Forecast Cuba [04:19]
UNEP Haiti, Coastal Partners [06:24]
HFA Success Stories - Mexico [05:54]
WMO 2050 Weather Forecast Chile [05:07]
Unidad Nacional Para Le Gestion Del Riesgo de Desastres, Colombia [05:57]

Session 6, 18:00. Videos in Spanish, Portuguese, or with Spanish subtitles. Total screening time approximately 50 minutes.
WMO 2050 Weather Forecast Chile [05:07]
Tuesday 17 March

Session 7, 13:15. Videos in English, or with English subtitles. Total screening time approximately 100 minutes.
Europe: HFA Celebration [19:00]
Unique Initiative of MES, Armenia, [04:57]
Public Awareness As A Cornerstone for DRR 1, Armenia, [01:20]
Public Awareness As A Cornerstone for DRR 2, Armenia [09:26]
Public Awareness As A Cornerstone for DRR 3, Armenia [00:54]
HFA Success Stories - Austria Celebrates the HFA [05:16]
HFA Success Stories - Dordrecht is Getting Ready [4:36]
HFA Success Story - Cities Resilient Bjorn [07:42]
Making Cities Resilient [09:05]
HFA Success Stories - Resilient Greater Manchester [03:25]
HFA Success Story - UN Turkey Gets Ready [09:28]
HFA Success Stories - Turkey and the Worldwide Initiative for Safe Schools [05:19]
Protecting Deltas - Heritage Helps! [06:42]
Disability Inclusive Disaster Risk Reduction [07:11]
Act Now [02:41]
UNDP Gard [2:05]
UNDP Fast Draw [2:08]
UNDP Rwanda Disaster Risk Profiles [05:44]
SIDS Carribean [03:49]
PACC Sec Coast [05:47]